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With a constantly changing roofline
and alternating materials on different
areas of the house—some stone,
some stucco—a new Phoenix home
looks as though it has sprawled
outward over many generations.
Reclaimed building materials impart
a sense of age and authenticity.

T

he contemporary ease of being able to travel
and live anywhere in the world, combined with our
overscheduled lives, often scatters families, making
coming together—over dinner, a hike or just a
board game—progressively harder. A Midwestern
couple who decided to build a sprawling second home
in Phoenix decided this would not be their own family’s
reality. “They wanted a place where they could gather with
their children and grandchildren,” says interior designer
Lissa Lee Hickman.
To make the residence both intriguing and relaxing,
“the homeowners expressed a desire for a French
Provincial feel that was rustic but refined,” Hickman says.
The community’s design guidelines already skewed toward
historic styles, says residential designer Gary Wyant, who
looked to architecture examples in the rural Mediterranean
for inspiration. “Homes there have been in families for
generations,” he explains. “They would start with one central
building and add onto it over many years as families grew.”
For Wyant, this dictated multiple clay tile rooflines and
alternating wings of stucco and stone to convey an organic
evolution. To avoid the perception of a new home, the
design team gave the residence patina, liberally deploying
reclaimed materials inside and outside. Salvaged bricks,
antique white-oak floors, European limestone and old
fireplaces imported from France were sourced locally. The
team even flew to Idaho to handpick the repurposed barn
wood beams used throughout.
The old-world authenticity and materials, however, had
to adapt to the family’s modern lifestyle. “Proportions of
rooms are generous but comfortable rather than grand,
and we used all-natural materials throughout,” Wyant says.
And for large gatherings, the need for privacy was kept in
mind. “Secondary bedrooms were designed with en-suite
baths and separate living areas,” the residential designer
says. “We created lots of cool spaces. There’s a casita
that’s separate, a ramada with a barbeque, decks on the
upper floors and patios all around the house.”
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Left: Accent Design & Manufacturing
forged the banister on the graceful
stair, which curves around a Panache
Designs table and Minton-Spidell
stools from Dean-Warren. The
Ironware International chandelier
and Dennis & Leen side table are
from John Brooks Incorporated.
Opposite: The great room is
enveloped in Modern Group’s
masterful rustic stonework. Interior
designer Lissa Lee Hickman
balanced its weight and density
with comfortably upholstered
furniture that includes deep MintonSpidell chairs from Dean-Warren
and a custom rug from The Floor
Collection Design. Cowtan & Tout
fabrics make up the curtains and
cover the A. Rudin sofa, which is
accented with Fortuny pillows.
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Goodall Custom Cabinetry & Millwork crafted all the antiqued white millwork in the
kitchen; the Wolf stove’s backsplash, framed by a limestone hood imported from Italy,
features Tabarka Studio tile. Dennis & Leen lanterns from John Brooks Incorporated
hang over the island, which, like the counters, is topped with white honed quartzite from
Cactus Stone & Tile. Reclaimed wood floors are from The Floor Collection Design.

Other modern updates fell to Scott Edwards, who
handled the construction. “We introduced a lot of new
technology,” he says. “The HVAC system is one of the
most advanced we’ve ever used. But aesthetically, the
house had to look like it’s been there hundreds of years.”
Case in point: A ubiquity of Arizona fieldstone known
as DC Cobble was used for both interior and exterior
application. Rather than stacked whole, the stones were
cut into about 1½-inch slices. “We had to constantly monitor
it so the size and color of the stones had the variety Gary
intended,” Edwards says. “We also hand-broadcast a mix of
sand and gravel into the grout to make it appear the way
it would have years ago.” Outwardly the structure appears
solid, yet the deceptively lighter material reduced the size
of structural beams required to carry the weight.
Another tricky feat, Edwards adds, was executing the
enormous spiral entry stair. The carriage was fabricated
in Texas and reassembled on-site. “Coordinating the way
the iron banister, the reclaimed French white-oak treads
and the rift-cut European oak panels on the sides came
together required craftsmanship,” he says. The entry hall
unquestionably makes a statement, Hickman says, but it
does so in a calm way: The space is outfitted with limestone
that was honed instead of polished, an iron chandelier
rather than a crystal one and a vaulted ceiling crafted from
brick, not plaster. As a result, “the room’s natural materials
and finishes soften the space,” she says. Adding to the
feeling is the fact that the entry hall opens into the great
room, which is swathed in more prosaic fieldstone.
Everywhere, the juxtaposition of rustic finishes and
high-toned accents strikes a skillful equilibrium between
welcomingly casual and sophisticated. In the great room,
the tailored pleats of a sofa and its patterned blue Fortuny
toss pillows fit right in. “The clients love blue,” Hickman says.
“So we used different shades throughout the house—royal
blue, navy blue, powder blue.” As for the furnishings, “many

“THE HOMEOWNERS
EXPRESSED A DESIRE
FOR A FRENCH
PROVINCIAL FEEL
THAT WAS RUSTIC
BUT REFINED.”
–LISSA LEE HICKMAN
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Residential designer Gary Wyant,
working with contractor Scott
Edwards, created a covered living
area that opens onto the patio. The
shaded outdoor space is furnished
with Kingsley Bate wicker seating
from Inside/Out Furniture with
Perennials fabric cushions. The table
is by Tropitone; the Elegant Earth
side tables are from On the Veranda.

of them are reproduction antique, which feels timeless,”
the interior designer says. “Real antiques usually require
rebuilding, and they’re not as durable for young children
or grandchildren.”
One place Hickman upped the ante is the master suite,
where “we used a little more polish,” she says. Here, the
clients asked for a cream-and-gold color scheme, which
the interior designer carried out with her signature poise.
Silk rugs “promote softness and texture on top of wood
floors,” she notes. Antiqued French bombé-style tables
sit bedside, and the master bath boasts not one but two
crystal chandeliers. The space’s Calacatta Gold marble
surfaces are honed instead of polished, and the floor is
herringbone oak with a simple oil finish.
Outside, landscape architect Jeff Berghoff complemented
the architecture with hardscaping, drives, paths and
walkways, a pool, a spa, a firepit and fountains. “The
landscape was designed around the home’s panoramic
views of the city lights, so we were strategic in placing
large trees to block neighboring houses but frame the city
lights,” he explains. “The main courtyard areas of the home
have more of a Mediterranean feel, with drifts of rosemary,
lavender, white iceberg roses, dwarf olive shrubs and
a rose cutting garden.”
From the expansive grounds to the comfortable
spaces for gathering, “this home is designed for family
and entertaining,” Wyant says. And indeed, that is just
what the residents use their home for, bringing together
their children and grandchildren for special occasions
and new memories. “Come holiday time, every room
in the house is full,” Hickman says.
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A seating area in the large
family room is made up of a
Paul Ferrante coffee table, a
linen-covered A. Rudin sofa, and
Hancock & Moore armchairs,
and Dennis & Leen ottomans
in blue Beacon Hill fabric.
Ironware International sconces
from John Brooks Incorporated
flank a painting above one of
the home’s antique fireplaces
from The Floor Collection
Design; in front of it, Hancock &
Moore leather chairs from Jack
Pesarcyk Associates compose
another conversation area.
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Landscape architect Jeff Berghoff worked with the architect and contractor on outdoor hardscaping for
various gathering spots, such as this intimate courtyard. He also designed the fountain, a focal point for more
Kingsley Bate furnishings. Creative Metals forged custom grillwork, setting it within reclaimed wood doors.

“THIS HOME IS DESIGNED FOR
FAMILY AND ENTERTAINING.”
A soothingly monochromatic guest room showcases a bed with a tufted headboard, a nightstand
and a half-moon bench, all by Lorts and from Alexander Sinclair Design Showroom. Bedding is
from The Linen Tree. The lamp is Ralph Lauren Home, and the drapery fabric is Cowtan & Tout.
A carpet from The Floor Collection Design provides bare feet with a soft landing.

–GARY WYANT
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Opposite: A touch of glamour is evident in the master bedroom through the cream-and-gold
scheme of Dennis & Leen’s French-style nightstand and four-poster bed dressed in elaborately
embroidered linens from The Linen Tree. The Ebanista ottoman is covered in Fortuny fabric.
Below: The sumptuous master bath features two Niermann Weeks chandeliers
and a Panache bench. Oiled herringbone floors balance the glitz.
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